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Abstract: Homeostatic systems combine an ability to maintain integrity over time with an 

incredible capacity for interactive behavior. Fundamental to such systems are building blocks of 

“mini‐homeostasis”: feedback loops in which one component responds to a stimulus and another 

opposes the response, pushing the module to restore its original configuration. Particularly when 

they cross time and length scales, perturbation of these loops by external changes can generate 

diverse and complex phenomena. Here, it is proposed that by recognizing and implementing mini‐

homeostatic modules—often composed of very different physical and chemical processes—into 

synthetic materials, numerous interactive behaviors can be obtained, opening avenues for 

designing multifunctional materials. How a variety of controlled, nontrivial material responses 

can be evoked from even simple versions of such synthetic feedback modules is illustrated. 

Moreover, random events causing seemingly random responses give insights into how one can 

further explore, understand and control the full interaction space. Ultimately, material fabrication 

and exploration of interactivity become inseparable in the rational design of such materials. 

Homeostasis provides a lens through which one can learn how to combine and perturb coupled 

processes across time and length scales to conjure up exciting behaviors for new materials that 

are both robust and interactive. 

1. Introduction 

Homeostasis[1] – the ability of a system to maintain its integrity while constantly interacting with 

its environment – is everywhere around us, from cells and organisms to cities, ecosystems, and 

even large-scale climates. Think, for example, of the control of heart rate or the maintenance of 

body temperature, the day-night rhythm in plants and animals, the balance of nutrient flows in 

ecosystems, or temperature and humidity gradients driving flows in weather. At their core, such 

systems are driven by homeostasis working in microcosm: modules of ‘mini-homeostasis’ in 

which one component responds to a stimulus and another opposes the response, driving the module 

to restore its initial state. The coupling of responsive and restoring processes ensures self-

regulation, but also allows for an unexpected consequence: perturbations of these modules can 

trigger various, non-trivial behaviors. Hormones and other stimuli can change heart beat patterns 
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and rhythms, blue light and chemicals can shorten or lengthen periods of cellular clocks, while the 

earth’s orbit shapes seasonal weather patterns.  

Mini-homeostasis modules naturally couple a variety of physical and chemical processes, which 

often operate on and across different spatial and temporal scales. For example, locally induced 

gradients in ocean temperature or salinity are counteracted by global currents. The diversity of the 

module’s responses to perturbations depends on the nature of the opposing processes and on the 

type of perturbation. When the initial response and the restoring force work across different length 

and time scales, the interactive behavior becomes particularly interesting and can include all kinds 

of patterns, dynamics and complex kinetic phenomena. This interactivity, a hitherto underexplored 

aspect of homeostasis, is inspiring for materials design not only for the ability to program and 

create dynamic behavior, but also because it shows how such behaviors – resulting from the 

restoring aspect of mini-homeostasis – could potentially be mechanistically linked to resilience. 

Mini-homeostasis implemented in synthetic materials could thus produce a diverse set of 

interesting behaviors that combine diversity with long-term integrity in response to external user 

interactions.  

In the present Viewpoint, we explore this interactivity and its possibilities for materials science. 

We show how one can combine very different processes and physical phenomena across scales 

into synthetic mini-homeostatic modules and then show how deliberate interaction with these 

modules can evoke diverse emergent responses. Random events can trigger an even wider variety 

of unexpected responses and in that way provide insight into the diversity of possible interactive 

behaviors. Developing an understanding of how these responses come about will help turn this 

interactivity into control, in which material design and understanding of interactivity will be 

inseparable.  

 

2. Creating pairs of opposing interactions 

Numerous ‘mini-homeostatic’ modules have already been created in the process of research in 

various fields, by pairing components across time and length scales such as gradients, flows, 

chemical reactions, supramolecular interactions, and mechanical deformations (Figure 1). This 

diversity holds potential for manifold perturbations and diverse responses. At the same time, many 

processes and combinations remain unexplored, such as phase transitions, crystallizations, 

transport phenomena, charge transfer, energy transfer, order and disorder, defects, and all possible 

forms of stresses. The following section discusses a few representative cases of existing synthetic 

feedback loops[2] to illustrate how two processes operating across and at different scales can 

successfully be combined and engineered.  

 

2.1 Gradients and flows 

Gradients connected to flows in gases and liquids are a simple way to create a mini-homeostatic 

module that combines processes across length scales. Convection cells, for example, are formed 

through flow and heat transfer driven by a temperature gradient, where a hotter, lower density fluid 

flows up in a colder, more dense fluid. At gas/liquid interfaces, gradients manifest in Marangoni 

flows, that, when combined with opposing capillary forces, can result in sustained oscillations of 
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a macroscopic object on a droplet (Figure 1a).[3] Under continuous illumination at the center of the 

droplet, photothermal surface tension gradients move a hydrogel disc containing gold 

nanoparticles from the center of a water droplet towards its sides, where capillary forces increase 

and thus counteract the object motion. But flows can also include differences in salt concentrations, 

density, or chemical potential. In so-called enzyme micropumps (Figure 1b),[4] the loop consists 

of a chemical reaction combined with flow, connecting a molecular event with a macroscopic 

motion. Micropumps[5] are localized patches of catalysts or enzymes that cause a gradient through 

a difference in thermal or solutal buoyancy,[6] depending on the relative diffusivities and expansion 

coefficients, between substrates and products. For the enzyme urease, the flow was found to be 

time-dependent, and its direction to reverse at a certain time point if conditions are met.[7]  

 

2.2 Chemo-mechanical feedback 

A molecular event such as a chemical reaction can be linked to micro- and macroscopic mechanical 

deformations (Figure 1c). In nature chemo-mechanical feedback[8] is abundant, where a chemical 

event triggers a mechanical deformation that feeds back into the chemical reaction. In a material, 

this concept was applied to an array of micrometer-sized polymeric high-aspect-ratio structures 

(fins) that show chemically driven oscillatory bending (Figure 1c,i).[8–10] To that end, these 

microfins were embedded and covalently attached to a temperature-sensitive hydrogel ‘muscle’. 

At increased temperature, the hydrogel contracts, leading to bending of the microfins. A catalyst 

at the tip of the fins promotes an exothermic reaction that locally heats the structures, which in 

turn contracts the hydrogel and bends the fins. To close the feedback loop, the array of 

microstructures is placed into a bi-phasic mixture with the fuel in the top-layer, but not in the 

bottom layer. In this way, bending of the fins stops the reaction, allowing the structure to cool and 

resurrect, leading to sustained oscillations. Stimuli-responsive hydrogels[11] are ideal for creating 

chemo-mechanical feedback loops,[12,13] as volume-changes, in turn, influence mass transport and 

chemical reaction rates, for example in self-oscillating gels[14–19] and rhythmic drug-release 

systems.[20,21] Other types of chemo-mechanical feedback can include self-shadowing, as has been 

demonstrated for light-responsive liquid crystalline elastomer thin-films (Figure 1c,ii).[22] In this 

case, incorporation of an azobenzene photoswitch into a polymerized liquid-crystal film enables 

light-triggered film deformation (bending). In the dark, the polymer film rapidly unbends. Along 

the film, bending of a part shadows other parts, thus leading to wave propagation along the film, 

which is useful for locomotion and cargo transport. Beyond self-shadowing, liquid crystalline 

materials offer many opportunities such as defects, chirality, interfaces and mass transport for 

coupling processes in feedback loops across scales.[23–27]  

 

2.3 Coupled chemical reactions 

Molecular events can be coupled to create mini-homeostatic modules, by exploiting differences in 

reaction kinetics and delayed feedback mechanisms.[28,29] A simple form of this involves adding a 

mixture of a basic buffer and an ester to an aqueous solution (Figure 1d,i).[30] A reversible pH-

jump ensues, where the initial increase in pH is caused by the basic buffer, that is counteracted in 

time by the hydrolysis of the ester to the carboxylic acid that neutralizes the buffer. The pH-

dependent rate of ester hydrolysis can be chemically tuned and provides the delayed feedback 

necessary for the observed single up and down pH change. Similarly, the enzyme urease combined 
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with its substrate urea in an acidic buffer triggers a reversible pH-jump but in the opposite direction 

(Figure 1d,ii).[31,32] Urease converts urea to ammonia in a pH-dependent manner. At low-pH, 

conversion is slow, but increases in speed with an increase in pH caused by the production of 

ammonia (base).  

A simple delayed feedback inhibition cycle can produce oscillations in a flow reactor, where new 

reactants are supplied, and species washed out continuously. Such an oscillator was built around 

the enzyme trypsin that activates its own inhibitor.[33] A time-delay was implemented through an 

additional processing step of the inhibitor before it turns active. Analyses of metabolic networks 

show that oscillations become more robust if an autocatalytic loop reinforces the triggering 

chemical reaction,[34,35] which in this example took the form of autocatalytic activation of 

trypsinogen into trypsin. An equivalent system was implemented with thiol chemistry that 

employed thioester hydrolysis in water as initiator, disulfide exchange as auto amplification step 

and conjugate addition reactions of the thiols to maleimide and acrylamide for inhibition.[36] There 

are also inorganic reaction networks based on similar principles.[37,38] In absence of a flow-reactor, 

however, there are only very few autonomously oscillating chemical systems:[39] the inorganic 

Belousov—Zhabotinsky (BZ), the Briggs—Rauscher and the Bray—Liebhafsky reaction. Even 

though these are chemically more complex, they still rely on a delayed feedback inhibition and an 

autocatalytic step.  

Chemical mini-homeostatic modules span length-scales through diffusion of reagents, 

intermediates and products:[39,40] If unstirred, oscillatory reaction systems create travelling waves 

and form patterns through diffusion of reagents, intermediates and products. Self-oscillating 

gels[14–18] rely on these features for chemo-mechanical transduction. The BZ reaction is coupled 

through covalent attachment of the redox-catalyst to a stimuli-responsive polymer. As the redox 

state of the catalyst changes, the polymeric structures undergo rhythmic swelling/contraction in a 

medium containing the BZ reagents. For branched polymers, block co-polymers and microgels, 

this leads to oscillatory changes in aggregation behavior and viscosity, whereas in crosslinked 

networks traveling waves of volume-changes could be harnessed for locomotion. Notably, if the 

catalyst is also a crosslinker, in the presence of a hydrophilic co-monomer, the swelling/contraction 

response of the hydrogel to the catalyst redox state exhibits a strong non-monotonicity with respect 

to the co-monomer concentration. Upon increase of concentration of hydrophilic co-monomer in 

the polymer network, the gels revert their swelling trends from higher swelling in the reduced state 

(unusual) to higher swelling in the oxidized state (normal), an observation that highlights how 

complex the chemomechanical interactions are in these systems.[19] 

These selected examples show how various different physical and chemical processes such as 

gradients, flows, chemical reactions, and mechanical deformation can be combined to give rise to 

mini-homeostatic modules based on feedback loops. Their coupling in time and space determines 

the behavior of the system and governs how it will respond to external perturbations. The described 

processes, however, only form a subset of possible combinations, which remain to be explored and 

incorporated into synthetic materials.  
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3. Perturbing mini-homeostatic modules – creating diverse responses 

There are many ways mini-homeostatic modules can respond to a perturbation and influence the 

behavior of a homeostatic system: consider how mountains and plains, ocean currents and coasts, 

or flora perturb local weather patterns. Theoretical models can instruct how complexity[41–43] and 

behaviors such as non-linear dynamics, non-monotonicity, oscillations, filtering of input, 

desensitization and thresholding, traveling waves, domain formation, and patterns emerge. 

Similarly, the opposing processes that comprise synthetic mini-homeostatic modules inherently 

also have the ability to create non-trivial behaviors in response to perturbations. Interacting with 

synthetic mini-homeostatic modules that bridge length and time scales will evoke changing new 

and diverse spatial and temporal behaviors, that could not be obtained from a single process alone. 

Even if not necessarily designed for this purpose, many existing modules do show such behavior. 

For instance, the aforementioned coupled enzymatic reactions based on trypsin (Figure 2a), 

exemplify how different interventions to the feedback loop can be used for very different 

functional outcomes in the spatial (patterns) and temporal domain (oscillations).  

In the spatial domain (Figure 2b,i), autocatalysis and inhibition, in combination with diffusion and 

a molecular titration effect, may filter input in the form of a picture, if interacted appropriately. To 

that end, an agarose stamp containing trypsin is pressed on a polyacrylamide (pAAm) filter layer 

with trypsinogen and soy bean trypsin inhibitor and read out in a reporter gel. The resulting 

feedback filters unwanted noise.[44]  

Temporally (Figure 2b,ii), oscillations of the trypsin system in a flow reactor can be perturbed by 

addition of the trypsin inhibitor modified with a photoremovable protecting group.[45] In this way, 

light-pulses will modulate the strength of trypsin inhibition. Depending on the duration and 

timepoints of irradiation, oscillations could be temporarily suppressed, or the period, phase or 

amplitude changed. If the feedback loop is operated under conditions that do not sustain 

oscillations, temporary rescue of oscillatory behavior by entrainment is achieved. Finally, reactors 

can be combined and their merged output modulated by phasing the reactors with respect to each 

other.  

The better we understand these systems, the better we will be able to trigger wanted and useful 

behaviors. But it is difficult to grasp the full potential of these systems, as interactions are difficult 

to plan for and the interaction space is vast.  

 

4. Enter randomness – hidden interactivity and control 

Random events perturb natural and synthetic mini-homeostatic modules all the time. These can 

involve nucleation events, aggregation, charge formation, impurities, defects, and spontaneous 

symmetry breaking. As each interaction with the system is different, so too is each response. This 

enormous diversity in responses illustrates the potential scope of possible behaviors and 

demonstrates what could be achieved, if these random perturbations were deliberate. Examples of 

this are not always easy to recognize. However, they are very apparent in many self-assembly 

processes, which – even though the system as a whole may not return to an initial state – are in 

fact often based on ‘mini-homeostatic’ modules very similar to those underlying full-fledged 

homeostasis. Chemical gardens are a good example, where coupled precipitation and flows in 

fluids and across membranes respond to local and external conditions to give rise to a wild mix of 
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shapes and intricate structures.[46] In a related system,[47] pH rises and drops caused by coupled 

precipitation reactions of BaCO3 and SiO2 form various shapes such as cones, stems, vases, corals, 

spirals and leaves (Figure 3a). Diffusion of atmospheric CO2 into the solution causes BaCO3 to 

precipitate with a local decrease in pH, while pH-dependent deposition of amorphous SiO2 

increases pH. The shapes and distribution of the co-assembled microstructures are governed by 

this interplay of precipitation and pH modulation and are influenced by neighboring growth fronts 

through pH gradients and flows. Theoretical models[48] of these processes have proven powerful 

for the control of microstructure shapes and enable tailored interventions in this mini-homeostatic 

module, which ceases once the process is complete. In this way, unique morphologies that were 

previously observed randomly can be made deliberately by timed interventions as for example 

opening the lid or changing the temperature. Moreover, complex microstructures can be designed 

by stacking different shapes onto each other.  

In another exemplary self-assembly system, paired opposing processes give rise to self-correcting 

behavior (Figure 3b).[49] Here, polymeric colloids co-assemble with an inorganic matrix through 

evaporative deposition of the colloids and polycondensation of a sol-gel precursor. During 

assembly, the colloid packing may locally respond to random perturbations by altering the crystal 

orientation, but larger scale flows and forces within the forming matrix gradually restore the 

original growth direction, leading to the formation of highly ordered, crack-free inverse opal films. 

The restoring aspect inherent to the response-and-opposition interplay of processes in mini-

homeostasis – particularly when these processes cross time or length scales as they do in this case 

– is key to the interactivity of the overall system observed. Random events probe this interactivity, 

and the ability to see traces of these random but self-limited deviations led to the idea that 

deliberate perturbations of this system might be used to introduce controlled, localized 

crystallization patterns. This control has since been harnessed to create numerous different patterns 

of domains with controlled size, orientation, and degree of order, by introducing geometric 

elements that each disrupt the original growth direction of the crystal enough to flip the system 

into another one.[50]  

In both systems, random events that perturb the coupled processes and feedback loops can show 

us what material responses are possible from different perturbations and how, if we learn to make 

these perturbations deliberately, we gain control over system behavior. It is the diversity of 

responses accessible through interactions with such systems that are so interesting for synthetic 

materials.  

 

5. Bringing it all together 

The mini-homeostatic modules discussed in section 2 were not necessarily designed for 

interactivity. In contrast, the feedback driven self-assembly systems discussed in section 4 are 

highly interactive, but the products are static and not interactive, or self-regulating. However, other 

forms of self-assembly[51–53] suggest how to combine both worlds to implement mini-homeostatic 

modules for interactive synthetic materials. In such cases, materials may be held together by 

dynamic interactions such as magnetic or electric fields or supramolecular chemistry. For example, 

magnetic discs floating on a liquid surface[54] or ferrofluid droplets on a superhydrophobic 

surface[55] show self-organization in a rotating magnetic field. Supramolecular building blocks can 

assemble in a dynamic fashion if fuel is provided.[56,57] Materials based on dynamic self-
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assemblies[52] thus provide the reconfigurability and dynamics that the co-assembly processes 

described in the previous section lack, while still being highly responsive to external perturbations. 

Feedback loops can be implemented, by for example connecting competing chemical reactions 

with the assembly process, so assemblies like micelles are formed transiently. Here, hydrolysis of 

oleic anhydride to oleic acid supplies constituents that can assemble into micelles, which in turn 

accelerate oleic anhydride hydrolysis (autocatalytic growth).[58] As opposing force, oxidation of 

oleic acid to the corresponding diol stops it from assembling, thus breaking micelles down. By 

controlling the addition of oleic anhydride and the oxidant, micelles size could be maintained and 

controlled over time. More recent examples have pushed towards more autonomous micelle 

assembly in different chemistries.[59,60] In another case, low-molecular weight hydrogelators[56,61] 

containing carboxylate groups are not suitable for self-assembly under basic conditions, but upon 

methylation to the corresponding ester can self-assemble temporarily, until ester hydrolysis 

renders the gelators inactive again. The hydrogels form upon addition of the methylation agent, 

maintain stability for a defined lifetime and then disassemble again.[61] At the microscopic level, 

stochastic growth and collapse was observed simultaneously, reminiscent of microtubule 

dynamics. Moreover, gels show pH-dependent stiffness and lifetimes. If gels are mechanically 

disrupted, they can reform depending on how much of the methylating agent is present. Another 

recent out-of-equilibrium supramolecular polymer system based on a perylene diimide derivative 

utilized oxidation and reduction reactions for the cooperative self-assembly and size-dependent 

depolymerization and achieved oscillatory behavior and dynamic pattern formation.[62]  

 

6. Outlook – rational design 2.0 

In conclusion, homeostasis – on the system scale and in microcosm – provides a framework for 

thinking about how designing materials for interactivity and for resilience – two current and 

important goals of materials design – can be two sides of the same coin. The paired opposing 

processes in mini-homeostatic modules, where one process responds to a stimulus and another 

opposes the response to restore its original configuration or characteristic, contribute to robustness 

and resilience over time, but also enable an astonishing diversity of interactive behaviors. Through 

the lens that homeostasis provides, interactivity in feedback regulated systems can be understood 

and implemented into synthetic materials, without diminishing integrity over time. To create such 

mini-homeostatic modules, many different processes can be paired across time and space, and 

many more remain to be explored. Interaction with these modules through deliberate perturbations 

can evoke numerous diverse and complex behaviors. Seemingly random events can open our eyes 

to further opportunities and teach us how to meaningfully interact with these systems. 

Fundamentally, a better understanding of how self-regulation and interactivity are connected in 

simple synthetic systems will be vital for future applications. The nature and magnitude of 

perturbations is of importance here, and it may be constructive to explore how tipping points[63] 

arise in synthetic materials, how they announce themselves and potentially how they can be 

rationally engineered.  

Traditionally, the components of a synthetic material are purposely chosen to fulfill a certain task 

and the design process ends with the finished material (‘classical’ rational design). But to fully 

realize the potential of the mini-homeostatic modules proposed herein, one has to rethink the 

design process. Very different processes have to be paired in deliberate ways and the response 

triggered by each possible perturbation – in an incredibly vast interaction space – must be 
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understood. Hence, designing and understanding the material’s interactive behavior becomes 

inseparable from the design of the material itself (rational design 2.0). A holistic approach to 

rational design is needed that combines both the fabrication process and consideration of user 

interactions, as understanding how to program a desired scope of interactive behaviors may require 

serious modeling and systematic study of the interaction space as an integral part of the design 

process. In this way, new materials may be created that harbor both functional diversity and self-

regulation, offering new ways of thinking in areas ranging from sustainable materials 

development, soft robotics[64–66] to 4D printing.[67,68]  

Mini-homeostatic modules that combine processes across time and length-scales are widespread, 

but not necessarily obvious. By being cognizant of their role, such modules may be recognized in 

many existing synthetic systems and implemented in new ones. The examples discussed herein 

provide a framework for recognizing and creating mini-homeostatic modules, for incorporating 

and combining very different processes into feedback loops, and for identifying ways to interact 

with these modules to produce interesting and useful material responses. A theoretical 

understanding and computational modeling are vital for this purpose both in designing the 

feedback loops and in exploring the experimental parameters. Naturally, the few examples that 

have been discussed only scratch the surface of this large body of work in progress, which spans 

fields from applied physics and chemistry to biochemistry and materials science. The possibilities 

for designing interactive materials inspired by homeostasis are vast and much remains to be 

discovered.  
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Figure 1 | Examples of coupled processes across time and length scales: a) Irradiation of a 

nanocomposite disk floating on a droplet leads to oscillatory movements due to competing 

photothermal Marangoni flow and increase in capillary force at the edge of the droplet. b) Flows 

can also be triggered chemically. Here, patches of enzymes trigger flows in closed systems due to 

differences of buoyancy between substrates and products. These flows show time-dependent 

behavior. c-i) Chemomechanical feedback in the case of arrays of microstructures where an 

exothermic reaction catalyzed at the tips of the microfins causes thermal contraction of a hydrogel 

at the base of the fins, which caused fin bending that stops the catalytic reaction and leads to 

cooling. c-ii) In the case of photoresponsive liquid-crystalline elastomer films, self-shadowing 

elicits propagating waves. d-i,ii) Feedback loops consisting of chemical reactions that involve a 

difference in (pH-dependent) rates that lead to a temporary pH jump. a) Adapted with 

permission.[3] Copyright 2018, American Physical Society. b) Adapted with permission.[7] c-i) 

Adapted with permission.[9] Copyright 2012, Springer Nature. c-ii) Adapted with permission.[22] 

Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. d-i) Adapted with permission.[30] Copyright 2015, American 

Chemical Society. d-ii) Adapted with permission.[31] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. 
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Figure 2 | Perturbations of synthetic mini-homeostatic modules evoke various responses in time 

and space: a) A chemical implementation of a delayed inhibition feedback loop with an 

autocatalysis step to increase robustness. In a continuously stirred flow reactor, the concentration 

of the enzyme trypsin shows sustainable oscillations. b) Spatial and temporal perturbations of 

these coupled reactions: i) signal thresholding through spatial separation of trypsin (agarose 

stamp, applied for roughly 4 min), a filter layer (polyacrylamide (pAAm) gel with trypsinogen and 

soy bean trypsin inhibitor), and a reporter gel (pAAm gel with immobilized substrate, trypsinogen 

and inhibitor), where substrate cleavage by trypsin renders the substrate fluorescent. In this way, 

filtering for signal density (thresholding) was achieved (image of the reporter gel after 1 h 

37 min.). ii) If the trypsin oscillator is supplemented with a photocleavable inhibitor, the 

oscillatory behavior can be controlled by UV irradiation. In this way, entrainment and signal 

suppression, as well as phasing was achieved. a) Adapted with permission.[33] Copyright 2015, 
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Springer Nature. b-i) Adapted with permission.[44] Copyright 2014, Wiley-VCH. b-ii) Adapted 

with permission.[45] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.  

 

 

Figure 3 | Turning interactivity into control: a) In the co-assembly of BaCO3 and SiO2, 

microstructures are formed from a continuous cycle of pH increases and decreases. 

Understanding and modeling these processes allows controlled sculpting and stacking of these 

microstructures by deliberate interactions. b) In colloidal coassembly, feedback between chemical 

condensation and tensile stress release leads to a self-correction mechanism that can be 

manipulated to create various domains of different forms of order and disorder. a) Left part: 

Adapted with permission.[69] Copyright 2013, American Association for the Advancement of 

Science. Right part: Reproduced with permission.[47] Copyright 2013, American Association for 

the Advancement of Science. b) Adapted with permission.[50] Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH.  

 


